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Red Café

Fighting in my city with my top gun
And haters hate to see me when I come around
If they aren't ready, they know Ima shot it down
No matter where I'm at, I always do it for the hood
Still I'm leaving on holidays
I'm getting this money every day
They told me I should stop, I do it anyway
No matter where I'm at I always do it for the hood

Wake up in the morning 
Make a president move
Dirty hood still a residential
Deep on the dark blocks 
Is quiet in the hood
Poppin' on the blind side '
I wanna it all look
My niggaz are all crooks
Make them suckers do the dance

For the dark crooks
All them rides still calling them Godzilla broad
Clippin' pot with a ride on a line
Make them supersize
Be my enterprise
Certified hustler
Why should we tell them lies?

I'm a dog from the big, big city
Boy I want it all
Believe me, my hand is sticky
And I'm coming strappy 
And lose a couple of pickies
The life from the hood, my nigga no pretty Ricky
'Tell them whores that now we open for 25 hours

Fighting through my city with my top gun
And haters hate to see me when I come around
If they aren't ready, they know Ima shot it down
No matter where I'm at, I always do it for the hood
Still I'm leaving on holidays
I'm getting to this money every day
They told me I should stop, I do it anyway
No matter where I'm at I always do it for the hood

For the kids whose fathers are gang members
In a world with judges that ain't niggaz
Going at it, we', we're bang niggaz
Then we end up sharing with the same niggaz
For the mothers who come in with lost sons
Cops saying freeze
Fuck it, let's run
Hoping on that fizzy
Praying that girl would come
Except for my mind
No shit, I think it's fine
I do it for my shooters and'
Growin on traps, the world calling us losers
Do it for my dogs who hustle to get a new life street



Baby, look, I'm the prototype
Baby, look, me and my eyes
I'm a man of wood
Niggaz can you quite?
They don't want us
Ready for the tough days and some to come
They gonna say I'm in the hood before I'm dirty

Fighting through my city with my top gun
And haters hate to see me when I come around
If they aren't ready, they know Ima shot it down
No matter where I'm at, I always do it for the hood
Still I'm leaving on holidays
I'm getting to this money every day
They told me I should stop, I do it anyway
No matter where I'm at I always do it for the hood

Ever since I was a pupp I was a general
Every scheme I ever thought about was set and roll
It seems innocent but it's medical
'Nation on the interstate
Watch the hood generate
Watch the paper regenerate
With them snow bunnies
I got no worries
We ain't in the town
So you know it's gonna be snow for us
Raised in the project
Getting cash no checks
While the homies push and wait
I go flexing
Legalize hustle, I'm a G for life
I do it for the hood, I always pay the price
Big will, big broad bank roll
Riding through the city 
Serving what they ask for
Last year I talked about 44 blocks
'No car robs

Fighting through my city with my top gun
And haters hate to see me when I come around
If they aren't ready, they know Ima shot it down
No matter where I'm at, I always do it for the hood
Still I'm leaving on holidays
I'm getting to this money every day
They told me I should stop, I do it anyway
No matter where I'm at I always do it for the hood
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